Canadian MQG
Block Lotto Challenge 2018
Okay everyone. Get ready. The Canadians are coming. Many
of Canadian Guilds MQG’s across Canada are participating in
a common block challenge.

Launching September/October 2018
Completion: October/November 2018
The Block – Wedges as Topography
Size: 9” Finished i.e. 9½” unfinished
Colour: Solids with white.
Hashtags: #cdnmqgblocklotto2018, #wedgesastopography
Facebook Groups: Modern Quilting in Canada, Canadian Modern Quilters

When

It’s tricky trying to line up all the guilds as we all have different meeting schedules. Guilds will launch
the block lotto at their first meeting after September 1st. The lotto can be completed at their first
meeting after October 1st.

The Block
“Wedges as Topography” was designed by Adrienne Van Halem @agentpeachquilts
There was an invitation to the executives of the Canadian MQG’s to submit a modern block. A poll
was taken on the Canadian MQG Executive Facebook page and this block had the most votes.
It uses a ‘wedge’ technique to represent a modern landscape.

Size
•
•

Block will be 9” finished.
That means 9 ½” unfinished
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Colour
•
•

Solid colours only. Any fabric line will do.
Every block should contain at least one piece of WHITE… we are not going to be picky about
what type of white as long as it’s the brightest one you have. It can be the background or an itsy
tiny piece.

Technique
So what are wedges? Wedges are most easily made from two rectangles.
1. Stack two rectangles on top of each other.

2. Make a cut that intersects opposite sides.

3. From one stack swap the top with the bottom.
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4. Make a set of the two top pieces. Make another set from the two bottom pieces.

5. Good sides together, sew the two pieces together.
6. Press to the dark side.
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Wedges as Topography
Topography is the study of the surface of the earth. This includes natural features like
mountains and rivers plus man-made features like buildings and roads.
So what we want to do is arrange the wedges in a way to represent these features.
It can be very simple.

Or complex.
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The wedges can be horizontal, vertical or both.

Or any direction.

The point with this block lotto, as always, is to challenge yourself and have fun.

For more information see my blog and YouTube videos at https://www.justgetitdonequilts.com
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